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• What is a boundary layer?

• A brief history of the boundary later

concept



Prandtl (1905)

On the motion of fluids with very little friction
“Uber Flussigkeitsbewegung bei sehr keliner reibung”

Proceedings on the Third International Mathematics Congress



Euler’s equations (1755)

• True basis basis of continuum mechanics was
Newton’s second law applied to infinitessimally
small elements in a fluid

• Conservation of mass

• Conservation of momentum

• No viscosity (no internal friction)



D’Alembert’s paradox

“Thus I do not see, I admit, how one can

satisfactorily explain by theory the resistance

of fluids. On the contrary, it seems to me that

the theory, developed in all possible rigor,

gives, at least in several cases, a strictly

vanishing resistance: a singular paradox

which I leave to future geometers for

elucidation”.

D’Alembert’s memoirs (1768)



Navier-Stokes equations

• Conservation of mass

(incompressible, that is, constant density)

• Conservation of momentum

As far as I can see, there is today no reason not to regard

the hydrodynamic equations of Navier and Stokes as the

exact expression of the laws that rule the motion of real

fluids. Helmholtz (1873)



Momentum (velocity)

boundary layer

From Anderson, Physics Today (2005)



Prandtl (1905): boundary layers

“A very satisfactory explanation of the physical process

in the boundary layer (grenzschicht) between a fluid and

a solid body could be obtained by the hypothesis of an

adhesion of the fluid to the walls, that is, by the

hypothesis of a zero relative velocity between fluid and

wall. If the viscosity was very small and the fluid path

along the wall not too long, the fluid velocity ought to

resume its normal value at a very short distance from

the wall. In the thin transition layer (ubergangsschist)

however, the sharp changes of velocity, even with

small coefficient of friction, produce marked results.
translated in Ackroyd et al. 2001
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From Anderson, Physics Today (2005)



A more general definition

• A transitional area between two distinct

regions with different physical

properties



In Earth’s mantle . . .

• Thermal boundary layers

• Compositional boundary layers

• Rheological boundary layers

• Electrochemical boundary layer

• No momentum boundary layer



Earth’s upper thermal boundary

layer: Oceanic plates

Prediction: depth ~ age1/2, heat flow ~ age-1/2

Degree 12
Pollack et al., Rev Geophys (1993)



Prandtl (1905): Separation



Prandtl (1905): separation

While dealing with a flow, the latter divides into two

parts interacting on each other; on one side we have

the “free fluid” with is dealt with as if it were frictionless,

according to the Helmholtz vortex theorems, and on the

other side the transition layers near the solid walls. The

motion of these layers is regulated by the free fluid, but

they for their part give to the free motion its

characteristic feature by the emmission of vortex

sheets.
translated in Ackroyd et al. 2001



Subduction, plumes are

detached boundary layers



Complications 1:

Boundary layers interact with each other

BLs:Composition, phase transitions, melting, thermal, rheology



Detached boundary layers

Kumagai et al., GRL in review

See also Lin and van Keken, Nature 2005



Complication 2:

All boundary layers interact

McNamara and Zhong, Nature 2005



More information

• Dryden (1955) Fifty years of boundary-

layer theory and experiment, Science

• Anderson, J.D. (2005) Ludwig Prandtl’s

boundary layer, Physics Today

• Darrigol, O. (2005) Worlds of Fluid, a

history of hydrodynamics from the

Bernoullis to Prandtl, Oxford Univ Press



Summary

Definition: A transitional area between
two distinct regions with different
physical properties

• Thermal boundary layers

• Compositional boundary layers

• Rheological boundary layers

• Electrochemical boundary layer

• ALL interact


